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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This document is intended as a supplemental guide for procedures that are to be used only 
in Junior A leagues, under the jurisdiction of Hockey Canada. As Junior A is a premier level 
of competition within Hockey Canada, it is recognized that certain procedures, which are 
not appropriate for all levels of play, are beneficial at this level. If a procedure is not 
specifically covered in this document, officials should refer to the Hockey Canada 
Officiating Procedures for Referees and Linespersons, available on the Hockey Canada 
website.  
 
Individual Members and leagues are not to issue additional procedural guidelines that are 
not included in this document. Procedural changes must be reviewed and approved by the 
Hockey Canada Officiating Program to ensure uniformity and adequate education for 
officials from across the country. 
 
  



 

2.0 FACE-OFFS 
 
2.1 Face-off Location 
 
Following the calling of an icing or a time penalty, the attacking (non-offending) team will 
have the authority to choose the face-off location in the end-zone. The linesperson 
conducting the face-off will ask the attacking team to indicate their desired face-off 
location. This may be communicated via the coach or the player who will take the face-off.  
 
2.2 Face-off Responsibility 
 
Linespersons will conduct all face-offs, except for those at the beginning of periods, which 
will be conducted by the referee.  
 
For centre-ice face-offs conducted by the linespersons, officials will position themselves as-
follows:  

a. The linesperson not dropping the puck will position themselves in front of the 
penalty benches. The linesperson dropping the puck will face their partner to 
conduct the face-off.  

b. The referees will position themselves diagonally-opposite from each other at 
or near the blue lines.  

c. When the puck is dropped, the linesperson not dropping the puck must go in 
the direction of the puck to reach the blue line before the puck crosses.  

▪ Note: Given the speed of the game at the Junior A level, it may not be 
possible for the linesperson to reach the blue line before the puck. In 
this case, the referee should be prepared to assist in making the offside 
call.  

d. The linesperson dropping the puck will exit the face-off location as soon as it is 
safe to do so.  

 
2.3 Face-off Conduct 
 
Once the referee lowers their arm to indicate that the line change procedure is complete, 
the official conducting the face-off will blow the whistle. The whistle is to signal to both 
teams that they will have no more than five seconds to line up for the face-off. Once players 
are in position for the face-off, the official conducting the face-off will enter into a crouch 
and present the puck. In doing so, officials should abide by the following guidelines:  
 

a. Officials will crouch so that their knees form an angle no more acute than 90º 
while keeping their chest and head up.  

b. Officials must avoid bending at the waist, such that their upper body or head is 
over the face-off dot, as this is unsafe. 

c. Officials will present the puck by extending their arm so that the puck is held 
below the eye-level of the players taking the face-off. The objective is that the 
players should not be craning their necks to see the puck. However, officials 
should only hold the puck as low as necessary to achieve this objective.  



 

d. Communication is crucial for a safe and fair presentation of the puck during a 
face-off:  

▪ The majority of communication with players participating in the face-
off must occur prior to the officials entering their crouch. The longer 
officials spend in a crouched position without dropping the puck, the 
greater the likelihood of the players accidentally making contact with 
the officials.   

▪ However, it is crucial that, as they enter their crouched position, 
officials are communicating with the centers, to avoid “jumping” and a 
face-off violation.  

e. Officials must take the first opportunity to drop the puck fairly.  
 
2.4  Face-off Violations  
 
In the event that a player commits a face-off violation (except immediately following an 
icing), linespersons will do the following: 
 

a. The linesperson will rise from their crouched position and extend their arm 
out to the side to indicate that the offending team’s center has been ejected 
from the face-off.  

b. Another player from the offending team, excluding the individual who actually 
committed the infraction, will now take the face-off. 

c. The linesperson will quickly ensure that all players are lined up appropriately 
and will then re-enter their crouch to complete the face-off.  

 
In the event that a player commits a face-off violation immediately following an icing, 
linespersons will do the following:  
 

d. The linesperson will arise from their crouched position and raise their arm 
upwards, with one finger extended, to indicate that a violation has occurred 
and a warning has been issued. The offending team’s center will not be ejected 
from the face-off.  

▪ If the linesperson not conducting the face-off is the one identifying the 
violation, they will blow the whistle to prevent the face-off from 
occurring, and extend their arm out to the side to indicate that a 
violation has occurred. Following this, the linesperson conducting the 
face-off must raise their arm, with one finger extended, to signal the 
violation to the players taking the face-off.  

e. At this time, the linesperson conducting the face-off must ensure that the 
players have re-set appropriately.  

f. Once they have done this, the linesperson will re-enter their crouched position 
to complete the face-off.  

g. If the offending team commits a second violation on the same face-off, the 
linesperson will follow the same procedure detailed in (d) above. At this time, 
the referee will assess a Minor penalty.  



 

3.0 ICING 
 
On icing violations, “no-change icing” and “hybrid icing” will be in effect for Junior A.  
 
3.1 Hybrid Icing 
 
The hybrid icing rule is intended to maintain competitiveness, by allowing a “race” for the 
puck without compromising the safety of players. In order to enforce hybrid icing 
effectively, officials should implement the following procedure:  
 

a. When the back linesperson raises their arm to signal a potential icing, the front 
linesperson must determine whether there will be a ‘race’ for the puck. In 
order to do this, they must skate into the end-zone, so that they are in position 
to judge a close call, if it occurs.  

b. The front linesperson must make the judgement as to who will win the race to 
the puck no later than when the first of the players chasing the puck reaches 
the end-zone face-off spots.  

▪ It is crucial that linespersons understand that this is not a race to the 
face-off spots. It is a race to the puck, but the judgement will be made at 
the face-off spots.  

▪ At the time that the first player reaches the end-zone face-off spots, the 
linesperson must judge who would reach the puck first. 

c. In order to do this, the linesperson should work to reach a position that is in 
line with the end-zone face-off spots. This is important because, in the event of 
a close race, the linesperson should be able to clearly see across the ice to 
judge who has won the race. This is difficult to do if the linesperson is behind 
the play.  

d. As the linesperson is preparing to judge a hybrid icing situation, they must be 
aware of the following factors:  

▪ In the event that the puck travels around the boards, this will change 
the judgement regarding who would reach the puck first. The 
linesperson must be aware of the path of the puck, as well as the 
position and momentum of the players. 

▪ If the puck bounces off the end boards to a position above the goal line, 
the linesperson must now judge who will actually touch the puck first. 
This is a difficult decision that cannot be made accurately if the 
linesperson is behind the play.   

▪ If the goaltender leaves their crease with both skates, whether or not 
they actually play the puck, the icing will be washed out. As goaltenders 
will frequently waver in their decision to play the puck or not, 
linespersons must be in a position to see if they leave the crease with 
both skates. 

e. The front linesperson should communicate verbally with players to ensure 
they are aware of how the play is developing.  

▪ If the icing will be called, the front linesperson should communicate 
with the players that the icing is coming so that they do not put 



 

themselves in an unsafe position.  
▪ If the icing is likely to be waved off, the front linesperson should 

communicate with the players that the play will continue, so that they 
can prepare themselves to make a safe play on the puck.  

▪ If there is a close race, linespersons should put themselves in a position 
to communicate with the players as soon as the whistle is blown.  

f. It is crucial that referees strictly penalize any unnecessary contact on hybrid 
icing situations, including when the icing is waved off. The race cannot 
compromise the safety of the players.  
 

3.2 No-Change Situations 

The no-change on icing rule is intended to maintain competitiveness, by not allowing teams 
to ice the puck for the sole purpose of making a change of players. In order to enforce no-
change icing effectively, officials should implement the following procedure:  
 

a. The offending team is prohibited from making a change of players from the 
moment the puck is shot down the ice.  

▪ Irrespective of any delay in the back linesperson actually raising their 
arm to signal the potential icing, all players of the offending team who 
are on the ice at the moment the puck is shot must remain on the ice for 
the ensuing face-off.  

b. When the back linesperson raises their arm to signal a potential icing, they 
should mentally record the players who are on the ice. If the offending team 
attempts a change of players before the icing is called, the linesperson will 
need to call the players back onto the ice. 

c. If the icing is washed out, the offending team may change players freely.  
 

Referees also play a role in enforcing no-change on icing rules and should be prepared to 

assist their linespersons.  

d. In a four-official system, if the back referee determines that there are no 
potential foul situations requiring their attention, they may shift their focus to 
tracking players of the offending team who may be attempting a change of 
players.  

e. Referees should be alert to teams deliberately engaging in a change of players 
on an icing violation, with the intent of circumventing this rule.  

f. Referees and linespersons should work together to identify potential 
situations, as described in (e). Referees should take every opportunity to 
advise the offending team that continuation of this action will result in a Minor 
penalty. 

▪ Please note referees should not be overzealously applying this 
direction to penalize teams that attempt a change of players as the 
delayed icing goes into effect or in the honest belief that the icing will 
be washed out.  

▪ Officials should use good judgement and communication to enforce 
the rule in a fair and consistent manner.   



 

4.0 STAGED FIGHTS 
 
Staged fights are counter to the Hockey Canada ethos of fair and safe, as well as the desire 
for a game based upon speed and skill. Officials are asked to be vigilant about identifying 
staged fights and implementing the procedures laid out below.  
 
4.1  Definition 
 
A “staged fight” occurs when a player enters the ice surface after a whistle and gets 
involved in an altercation before or immediately after the drop of the puck to start the play, 
or gets involved in an altercation at the conclusion of any game when players have left the 
bench.  
 
There are many instances whereby two players may line up at a face-off with the intent to 
fight. This would include situations whereby the players have been directed to engage an 
opponent in order to change the flow of the game or “set the tone.” 
 
4.2 Identifying a Staged Fight 
 
There is not a set amount of time after a face-off that a fight must begin in order to be 
considered a staged fight. Officials must use their best judgement regarding the reason the 
fight has occurred.  
 

a. For example, if a player comes off the bench and immediately engages verbally 
with an opposing player and a fight ensues shortly after the restart of play, this 
is likely a staged fight. Officials should be vigilant of players who, after the 
puck is dropped, demonstrate a lack of interest in engaging with the play and 
subsequently become involved in a fight.  

b. Additionally, players who deliberately remove equipment prior to engaging in 
a fight should be considered as having engaged in a staged fight and be 
penalized appropriately. Players who deliberately remove their equipment to 
fight will be penalized for Illegal Equipment, in addition to any other penalties 
they may incur.   

c. Notwithstanding the above, if linespersons observe players removing their 
equipment in preparation to fight, they should immediately separate those 
players and prevent the fight from occurring, if it is safe to do so.  

 
This is not an easy situation to judge, and Referees should focus on the objective of this 
provision, which is to eliminate those altercations that appear to be set up in advance, 
rather than occurring as the natural result of an emotional game. 
 
 
 
 
 


